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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Arborfield Cross Relief Road (ACRR) aims to minimise the impact of traffic growth on the
villages of Arborfield, Arborfield Cross and the surrounding area following development of a new
village on the former Arborfield Garrison site.
One of the ACRR planning conditions states that the relief road will not be opened for public use
until a design for environmental and traffic management improvements within Arborfield is submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Once approved, this scheme shall be
implemented in full no later than two years from the date of the road opening for public use, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The Arborfield Village Improvement proposals were put forward following the Arborfield Cross Relief
Road scheme for which construction is due to commence in summer 2019.
Wokingham Borough Council held a consultation to understand views towards potential
improvements for Arborfield Village. A total of 59 responses to the consultation were received. Of
these, 45 were submitted through the online portal, 13 were hard copy responses and one was sent
by email. Additionally, Arborfield and Newland Parish Council submitted a supporting technical
report detailing the results of a separate workshop about the project.
From the responses received to the questionnaire, the most referenced themes were:
−

The volume and speed of traffic

−

Restrictions that should be introduced for HGVs

−

Concerns about impact on the ‘village feel’

−

More trees, shrubs and planting

−

Other similar public realm improvements including seating, lighting, art and sculptures

In referring to general concerns about Arborfield Village, 72% of respondents indicated that the
speed of traffic through the village was of serious concern, with 86% of respondents indicating
concern over HGV traffic on the adjoining roads to and from Arborfield roundabout. Speed and HGV
concerns were also noted in Arborfield and Newland Parish Council’s report following their
stakeholder workshop held to discuss the scheme.
Moving forward, the responses to this consultation will give Wokingham Borough Council direction
for the initial proposals related to Arborfield Village Improvements.
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1

ARBORFIELD VILLAGE POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS:
OVERVIEW

1.1

BACKGROUND
As part of the Arborfield Relief Road works, Wokingham Borough Council is committed to
maintaining the highway network within the Arborfield village for local use. To maximise the benefits
that the relief road can bring, Wokingham Borough Council carried out a consultation to understand
views on how the road network and public space in the village could be improved. The feedback
from the consultation was then used to develop the questionnaire.
This consultation follows the granted planning permission on 10 January 2018 to construct the
Arborfield Cross Relief Road (ACRR) which is linked to the development of the former Arborfield
Garrison site, involving the development of a new sustainable village incorporating 3,500 new
homes.
The planning conditions (no.6) states that:
“The road hereby approved shall not be opened for public use until a design for
environmental and traffic management improvements within Arborfield is submitted to and approved
in writing is given by the Local Planning Authority. Once approved, this scheme shall be
implemented in full no later than two years from the date of the road opening for public use, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.”
Therefore, this consultation was undertaken with local residents and businesses, to understand how
they would like to improve the highway network and optimize it for local use.
WSP worked with Wokingham Borough Council to facilitate the consultation and manage the
consultation outputs and responses.

1.2

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSALS
The Arborfield Village Improvements consultation asked consultees to provide feedback on the
improvements they would like to see within the area and suggestions for additional improvements.
The Arborfield Cross area was separated into six separate zones (see Figure 1-1) Consultees were
asked to comment on a list of suggested improvements within these zones and were asked about
their concerns regarding the ACRR and Arborfield as it currently stands Following the consultation,
an analysis was carried out to ascertain which improvements were most popular with consultees
and which zones attracted the most comments.
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Figure 1-1 - Consultation zones

1.3

CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES
The Arborfield Village Improvements consultation took place between 1 April and 7 May 2019. The
aim of the consultation was to gather consultees’ feedback, specifically their concerns and
preferences for improvements to Arborfield, within the specified zones.
Wokingham Borough Council attended the Annual Parish Forum at Arborfield Village Hall on 4 April
2019 to exhibit visual aids related to the proposals, give consultees the opportunity to see and
comment on the proposals and to discuss the scheme face to face with council representatives. A
questionnaire was also designed to capture consultees’ feedback.
The consultation area can be seen in Figure 1-2 on the map below where 2000 consultation
brochures and questionnaires were delivered to residents and businesses. These were also made
available at the Arborfield Village Hall for visitors to take.
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Figure 1-2 - Consultation distribution area

1.4

CONSULTATION MATERIALS
As part of the consultation, a consultation brochure and questionnaire were produced. These were
sent to 38 consultees. A copy of this can be found in Appendix A. The consultation brochure
provided an overview of the proposals and the consultation including the consultation objectives,
how consultees could provide a response and next steps.
All consultation materials were made available online on the Council website at
www.wokingham.gov.uk.

1.5

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The aim of the questionnaire was to find out what sort of improvements consultees thought were
needed to the local roads in Arborfield and to understand people’s concerns about the proposals
and the existing situation within Arborfield. It was available online 1, as a hard copy at the
consultation event. The questionnaire could be returned via post or email.
The questionnaire consisted of five mandatory questions and an optional ‘About you’ section.
Consultees were asked to comment on their level of concern regarding current provision of facilities
within the area such as pedestrian and cycling facilities, green space, lighting and provision for the
mobility / visually impaired. They were then provided with a list of potential improvements and asked

1

www.wokingham.gov.uk/consultations
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to comment on how important they felt these were, with the option to add additional comments or
suggestions.
Each question focused on different areas of Arborfield, pertaining to the different zones labelled in
the consultation brochure. A map of these zones can be found in Figure 1-1.

1.6

STEERING GROUPS AND STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
As part of the consultation process a meeting was held on 19 February 2019 with Arborfield and
Newland Parish Council to examine the draft questions for the consultation questionnaire and further
refine them as necessary.
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2

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

2.1

DEMOGRAPHICS OF RESPONSES
A total of 59 responses to the consultation were received. Of these, 45 were submitted through the
online portal, 13 were hard copy responses, and one was sent by email. Arborfield and Newland
Parish Council also submitted a supporting report which outlined the outputs of a workshop the
parish council held with councillors and local residents regarding the Arborfield Village
Improvements. Wokingham Borough Council and WSP were not present at this workshop. A copy of
this report can be found in Appendix E.
The demographics of the 59 responses received have been analysed and are shown below.
RESPONDENT CATEGORY
Respondents were asked to identify the capacity in which they were responding (e.g. resident,
business, commuter, visitor, etc). They were asked to tick all options that apply which meant
respondents could select more than one answer to this question.
Figure 2-1 – Respondent category
Resident

58

Organisation representative

4

Business

3

Commuter

1

Visitor

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

n= 66 responses from 58 respondents
Overall, 58 respondents answered this question, with seven selecting more than one option. One
answer was not inputted correctly and as such is considered invalid.
The results demonstrate that 100% of respondents are residents. Smaller proportions identified
themselves as organisation representative (6%), a business (5%), a commuter (2%). For those who
said they were an organisation representative they were asked to specify the organisation, these
organisations include Barkham Parish Council and Royal British Legion.
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AGE OF RESPONDENTS
Figure 2-2 - Age of respondents
0

0

0

15

18

9

Under 18

19 to 24

16

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 and above

n = 58 responses. This excludes those who did not select a response.

Of the 58 respondents who answered this question, 84% were over the age of 35. The remaining
16% of respondents were all within the age range of 25 to 34.
Most respondents were aged 65 and above, followed by 16 respondents aged 45 to 64 and 15
respondents aged 55 to 64.
GENDER OF RESPONDENTS
Figure 2-3 - Gender of respondents

2

20

35

Male

Female

Prefer not to say

n = 57 responses. This excludes those who did not select a response.
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Of the 57 respondents who answered this question, a majority (60%) were male. Female
respondents constituted 35%, with those who selected ‘prefer not to say’ making up the remaining
5%.
RESPONDENT POSTCODES
Respondents were asked to provide their post code, to be used for demographic analysis of
responses. Having analysed these post codes, respondents were mostly from the immediate
Arborfield area and several responses came from the outskirts of the scheme boundary. One
response was received from Basingstoke, approximately 22km south west of Arborfield.
Figure 2-4 – Respondent postcodes

2.2

ANALYSIS
The responses received are a combination of both quantitative and qualitative analysis as the
questionnaire consisted of both open and closed questions.
Raw data from the closed questions was used to create many of the graphs and charts in the
following sections of the report. The open-ended questions required further processing in order to
identify common themes from this data.
Analysis of open-ended questions was carried out by ‘coding’ or categorising comments into themes
and issues. The coding process enables the analysis and interpretation of large pools of qualitative
date, allowing analysts to identify the most frequently occurring areas of comment and notable
issues. A full list of the themes and issues identified can be found in Appendix B.
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It is worth noting the difference between responses and comments in the context of analysis.
Responses in this context of means a respondent’s written answer to a question on the
questionnaire. Comments in this context can be issues, concerns or suggestions raised within a
given response. Therefore, one response can contain multiple comments.
A sample of comments was used to develop a ‘code frame’ for the consultation analysis. The code
frame details the set of codes which represent the common themes or categories raised by
respondents.
As coding is an iterative process, new comments and theme codes are added to the code frame as
the data requires.
Through the coding and analysis process, ten key themes are identified as follows:
-

Suggestions – traffic management: Improvements for traffic management such as traffic
restrictions, parking restrictions and signage

-

Suggestions – Infrastructure: The improvement of existing infrastructure such as improved
seating and pedestrian areas, increased lighting or general improvements to existing roads

-

Suggestions – Pedestrians / cyclists: Improvements to facilities for non-motorised user
(NMUs) including pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders

-

Suggestions – Community: Improvements or comments about existing social infrastructure
(GP surgeries, schools etc), the village ‘feel’ and local amenities

-

Suggestions – environment: Concerns about environmental impact or environmental
improvements such as green spaces

-

Suggestions – Public transport improvements: Problems with or improvements to the
existing public transport provision

-

Views on relief road / proposals: Comments opposing further development or opposing the
relief road, and comments about extending the development or relief road to other areas

-

Comments about the consultation

-

Comments about the existing situation / area

-

Other comments

Below is a summary showing the results for each question, including a summary of key themes
found. It should be noted that whilst 59 responses were received, not all respondents answered all
questions.

2.3

QUESTION 1: OVERARCHING CONCERNS FOR ARBORFIELD VILLAGE
“This applies to all zones shown on the map. How much of a concern do you think the
following issues will be in Arborfield Village once the Arborfield Relief Road has been built?”
Question 1 set out 15 potential concerns, and asked respondents to select their level of concern for
each, ranging from: ‘Serious concern’ to ‘No concern’ with an option for ‘Don’t know’. Overall 59
respondents (100%) answered at least one part of this question. Appendix D shows the number of
respondents who selected each option for Question 1.
Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 are graphs showing the respondents’ overarching concerns for Arborfield
Village. Figure 2-5 shows the cumulative number of those who state either ‘Serious concern’ or
‘Some concern’ in response to Question 1 and Figure 2-5 shows individual totals for those who
stated ‘No concern’ or ‘Don’t know’.
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Figure 2-5 - Response to Question 1: Number of people who reported Serious Concern /
Some Concerns to the following issues

Traffic speed through the village centre
42
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n= 59 responses
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Figure 2-6 - Response to Question 1: Number of people who reported No concern/ Don’t
know to the following issues
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n= 59 responses.

The three key themes which the majority of respondents listed as a ‘Serious concern’ or ‘Some
concern’ were traffic speed through the village centre (58 responses), volume of traffic through the
village (55) and lack of crossing places for pedestrians (52). Three other themes were referenced as
‘Serious concern’ or ‘Some concern’ by 50 respondents each, these include the lack of village feel or
potential impact to village feel from the ACRR, pedestrian safety in relation to vehicles and the lack
of provision for vulnerable people. The fewest number of respondents, 26, stated that a lack of
lighting was of serious or some concern
The highest number of respondents, 28, stated that a lack of lighting was of no concern. This was
followed by a lack of seating and a lack of provision for horse riders with just 26 respondents for
each stating that this was of ‘No concern’. In contrast, 3 respondents indicated that the volume of
motor traffic through the village was of no concern. No respondents felt that traffic speed through the
village centre was of no concern, meaning most if not all the respondents who answered this
question consider this to be of high concern. This is consistent to the findings in Figure 2-2, where
this concern was felt to be the most serious.
There were 14 additional comments made by respondents as part of Question 1. Seven of the
additional comments referenced views on the relief road or the Arborfield Village Improvement
proposals. Of these seven comments, five were concerns that the relief would either not reduce
traffic or would increase traffic. Three examples of these comments have been provided below:
“Traffic that should be using the relief road continuing to drive through the village” “Still have 50%
heavy traffic as route to M329 / M4”
“Serious concerns regarding further residential development generally resulting from the
construction of the ACRR, and the possible development of the Cemex gravel extraction and
cement processing works.”
FINAL
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The remaining two comments were opposed to further development, with one of these two
comments referencing Zone 5, Swallowfield Road. These comments are provided below:
“Serious concerns regarding further residential development generally resulting from the
construction of the ACRR, and the possible development of the Cemex gravel extraction and
cement processing works.”
“Serious concern about the likely noise, light and air pollution to be created by the ACRR in an area
of Arborfield countryside and of possible new housing development following the road construction.
Another concern is for the people in the seven residential properties on the Swallowfield Road SW
of the new ACRR who will find access to their village more difficult, as will residents of Arborfield
who wish to visit the GP surgery in Swallowfield. All these concerns I consider to be serious.”
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2.4

QUESTION 2: ARBORFIELD CROSS ROUNDABOUT IMPROVEMENTS
(ZONE 1)
“This applies to Zone 1 of the map. How important do you think the following improvements
are for the Arborfield Cross roundabout once the Arborfield Relief Road is built?”
Respondents were then asked about 12 potential improvements which could be implemented to
Arborfield Cross roundabout and how important each of these were on a scale of ‘Very important’ to
‘Not important’, with an option of ‘Don’t know’. This question also included an ‘other’ section allowing
for additional suggested improvements. Overall 58 respondents (98%) answered at least one part of
this question.
Appendix D shows the overall responses and their equivalent percentages for Question 2. This data
is also shown in Figure 2-7and Figure 2-8 below.
Figure 2-7 - Response to Question 2: Number of people who reported Very Important/
Important to the following improvements
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n=58 responses
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Figure 2-8 - Response to Question 2: Number of people who reported Not so important/ Not
important/ Don’t know to the following improvements
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n=58 responses

In reference to the Arborfield Cross roundabout (Zone 1), 44 respondents stated that ‘More
pedestrian priority’ was considered ‘Very important’ or ‘Important’. This was closely followed by 40
respondents indicating the same for ‘More footway space’. Other priorities include ‘More
trees/shrubs/planting’ (38), ‘More pedestrian crossings’ (36) and ‘More cyclist priority’ (34) .
There were 40 respondents who indicated that ‘Art and Sculpture’ were either ‘Not so important’ or
‘Not important’. Similarly, 36 respondents indicated the same for ‘More seating’. A total of 11
respondents consider pedestrian priority around the Arborfield Cross roundabout as being ‘Not so
important’ or ‘Not important’. It is worth noting that in relation to the option of ‘Do Nothing’, 28
respondents indicated that this was ‘Not so important’ or ‘Not important’ which indicates the
importance of ensuring that some form of change is implemented.
Question 2 pertained to the Arborfield Cross roundabout, but a number of the responses referenced
other areas of Arborfield Village. An additional 12 comments were received in response to Question
2. Five of the additional comments were suggestions around traffic management with the remaining
comments spread across various themes. Comments relating to traffic management referred to a
variety of subjects including reducing or restricting traffic, improving signage or making
improvements to existing roads. Examples include the following:
“Limit type of traffic permitted on zone”
“Calm the traffic through the village”
“Very important - better sight lines and better/clearer to understand road markings to encourage
correct lane positioning”
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Other themes focused on the existing situation, often referring to the infrastructure and environment
within Arborfield Village, and others referenced access to local amenities. Examples of some of
these comments are provided below:
“Sort out lane markings - there are many near misses EVERY DAY with cars cutting across lanes
between school road and A327...a single lane would make it much safer”
“There are no pedestrian rights of way anywhere on the road about & this is also near the School.”
“Access to civic and community facilities such as Village Hall and shops”
“Would be good to see more hanging baskets”

2.5

QUESTION 3: ROAD NETWORK THROUGH VILLAGE – ZONE 2-6
“This applies to Zone 2 to 6 shown on the map. How important do you think the following
improvements are for the road network running through the village?”
In reference to Zones 2 to 6, respondents were given a list of 14 potential improvements and were
asked to indicate how important these improvements were to them on a scale of ‘Very important’, to
‘Not very important’ with an option of ‘Don’t know’. Overall 58 respondents (98%) answered at least
one part of this question
Zones 2 to 6 cover the following areas:
-

Zone 2: B3030 Sindlesham Road

-

Zone 3: B3349 School Road

-

Zone 4: A327 Eversley Road

-

Zone 5: Swallowfield Road

-

Zone 6: A327 Reading Road

Appendix D shows the total number of responses for each category in relation to Question 3. This
data is also shown in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 below.
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Figure 2-9 - Response to Question 3: Number of people who reported Very Important/
Important to the following improvements
Heavy goods vehicle (HGVs) restrictions
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Figure 2-10 - Response to Question 3: Number of people who reported Not so important/ Not
important/ Don’t know to the following improvements
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It was found that the majority of respondents (56) indicated that HGV restrictions were ‘Very
important’ or ‘Important’ followed by ‘Reduce the traffic speed limit by use of signage’ which 53
respondents indicated was ‘Very important’ or ‘Important’.
Of least concern for respondents was ‘More cycle parking facilities’, which saw 38 respondents say
that this feature was ‘Not so important’ or ‘Not important’. Similarly, 36 respondents indicated that
‘More horse riding facilities’ was ‘Not so important’ or ‘Not important’. Other themes saw similar
cumulative responses; for example themes related to pedestrians such as ‘Greater priority for
people crossing’, ‘New off-road paths for pedestrians’ and ‘Raising the road level for safe crossing’
all being listed as either ‘Very important’ or ‘Important’ by similar numbers of respondents.
There were 17 additional comments to Question 3, with 14 of these pertaining to suggestions about
traffic management. The comments largely referred to volume and speed restrictions or HGV
restrictions. The majority of the comments did not refer to a particular zone. Examples of these
comments are provided below:
“HGV restrictions should be a priority as should traffic calming measure, but NOT measures that will
increase traffic noise for residents (i.e. speed bumps)”
“Some size and speed restrictions should apply to heavy farm machinery - more so than at this time
- Important, verges are being destroyed”
“Restrict speed of traffic i.e. 20mph where speed reduction is implemented make road red”
The remaining three comments focused on infrastructure, with two of these mentioning public realm
improvements and one referring to the reclassification of the road. These comments can be seen
below:
“ Remove A road designation through village....make it as unattractive as possible for all road users
EXCEPT for access. A327 through village is dangerous at the moment”
“Wider footway on Reading Road Zone 6. Very important.”
“Space around the war memorial to have the remembrance service and to sit and appreciate the
views”
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2.6

QUESTION 4: CREATING BETTER PUBLIC SPACE – ALL ZONES
“This applies to all zones shown on the map. How important do you think the following
improvements are for creating a better public space?”
Question 4 asked respondents to indicate the importance of four potential improvements to public
space. Respondents were asked respond using a scale of ‘Very important’ to ‘Not important’ with an
option of ‘Don’t know’. This question also included an ‘other’ section allowing for additional
suggested improvements. Overall 57 respondents (96%) answered at least one part of this
question.
Appendix D shows the total number of responses selected for all options in Question 4.

Figure 2-11 - Responses to Question 4: Number of people who reported Very Important /
Important to the following improvements
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Figure 2-12 - Responses to Question 4: Number of people who reported Not so important/ Not
important/ Don’t know to the following improvements
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Of the potential improvements listed, respondents demonstrated the greatest support for ‘more trees
/ shrubs / planting’ (considered to be very important by 45 respondents). This was followed by better
lighting (33 respondents considered this to be ‘Very important’/’Important’). Views on ‘More seating’
were divided, with 26 respondents stating that this was ‘Very Important’ or ‘Important’ and 30
responding that this was ‘Not so important’ or ‘Not important’. In relation to ‘Art / sculpture’, 41
respondents said that this was either ‘Not so important’ or ‘Not important’.
In total, there were six additional comments to Question 4 covering a variety of themes including
community, suggestions for infrastructure, suggestions for the environment and suggestions for
traffic management rather than public space specifically. These comments can be found below:
“More parking for people wishing to use the village hall, shop, or to get the bus into Reading or
Wokingham”
“Improvement should be in keeping with a village aesthetic e.g. Antique style Lighting posts (low
energy lights of course)”
“Better road markings e.g. Arborfield Cross roundabout causes problem every due to confusing
markings re school road/Eversley road”
“I imagine these are lower priority money-wise but they would enhance the feel of the village”
“Green spaces such as the Coombes should be preserved as valuable spaces for wildlife and
residents to enjoy”
“Lighting is important, but to make it feel like a safe village, not a race track”

2.7

QUESTION 5: PREFERRED IMPROVEMENTS FOR ARBORFIELD
VILLAGE
“What are your top 5 priorities for improving Arborfield Village? In the space below, please
give up to 5 preferred improvements and if they are specific to a particular location, you can
use the zones on the map at the back of this form to help describe where you think the
improvements should be located.”
Question 5 was an open question allowing respondents to list up to five priorities for improving
Arborfield Village. Respondents made suggestions for potential future improvements and often
made references to the existing environment or situation in the area. Overall 57 respondents (96%)
responded to this question.
Referring back to section 2.2, responses in the context of this question means a respondent’s
written answer to a question on the questionnaire. Comments in the context of this question can be
issues, concerns or suggestions raised within a given response. Therefore, one response can
contain multiple comments.
Given the open nature of question 5, responses varied considerably in content, depth and length.
Many respondents gave multiple comments within their given response. This means the 57
questionnaire responses received were broken down into 269 individual comments which have been
themed and coded as per the process outlined in section 2.2.
Appendix D shows the total number of references to each of the ten themes used in the coding
framework. This data is also shown in Figure 2-13 below, indicating the total number of references
made to each theme.
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Figure 2-13 - Breakdown of respondents' comments by theme from question 5
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n = 57 respondents. The chart is based on number of respondents referring to each theme within their
response. The sum total of all comments exceeds the total number of respondents because many gave
multiple comments.

The majority of comments (39%) fell into the category of ‘Suggestions relating to traffic
management’, covering comments about traffic and parking restrictions, the need for speed and
HGV restriction measures, followed by ‘Suggestions for infrastructure’ which was referenced in 59
comments (21%). The fewest number of respondents made comments about public transport, with
this being referenced just once.
Other themes including ‘Suggestions for pedestrians / cyclists’ and ‘Suggestions for community’
received a mixed response, being referenced in 8% and 13% of comments respectively.
The ‘Other’ category included 11 references which could not be accurately categorised and as such
have been detailed below. The additional themes have also been summarised below, but graphs
have only been provided for the three themes which saw the highest number of references.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
The traffic management category focused on concerns and suggestions surrounding traffic in
Arborfield Village. These codes can be seen in Figure 2-14 below.
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Figure 2-14 - Traffic management: references to themes
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Of the 107 comments made about traffic management suggestions, speed restriction was the most
prevalent point with 55% of comments making reference to this. In particular, several respondents
noted the importance of reducing speed through the village, and the need to introduce new speed
restriction or traffic calming measures in Arborfield. Many of the comments within this category
focused on the existing situation in relation to speed, referencing the excessive speed of vehicles
through the village.
Several comments made specific suggestions or reference to Zone 4, the A327 Eversley Road.
Comments included reducing the volume of traffic that comes through the road and suggestions for
traffic calming along the A237 approach.
Traffic comments also made reference to HGV restrictions, which saw 18 (16%) references to this.
Respondents suggested HGV restrictions and to reduce the number of HGVs passing through the
village. With regards to HGVs, only one comment referred to a specific zone (“Ban HGV's from Zone
3 except for deliveries”); all other comments did not specify a zone.
The fewest number of references were made to parking issues or signage, with each of these
specific themes being referenced in 5% of comments or less.
Examples of comments related to traffic management are provided below:
“Introduce 30mph limit immediately past the 2 relief road access points heading towards the centre
of the village”
“More parking bays in the village for residents on alternative sides of the road - deters rat running
and creates a more village feel.”
“Clear signage to drivers to ensure vehicle restrictions are adhered to”
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
Suggestions for infrastructure includes specific themes about improvements to the existing network
such improved lighting, improved roads (surfaces), improved public realm and the reclassification or
downgrading of existing roads. Figure 2-15 shows the number of comments which referenced each
of these themes.
Figure 2-15 - Infrastructure: References to themes
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In total there were 59 comments made about subjects related to infrastructure, with most comments
66% of comments specifically referring to public realm improvements such as greenery, seating and
pedestrian areas including footways.
There were significantly fewer references to the themes of lighting, road surface improvements and
the reclassification of roads, with just 2 references to the latter.
Some examples of these comments are provided below:
“Seating might be a high priority for the more elderly it's not something I've noticed”
“Enhance all areas of the village with more green space, seating, shrubs etc”
“Widen and improve safety of footpaths (protect pedestrians)”

SUGGESTIONS FOR PEDESTRIANS / CYCLISTS
The broad theme which saw the third highest number of comments made was suggestions related
to pedestrians or cyclists. This included comments regarding:
improved access to other areas and existing provisions for cyclists, horse riders or pedestrians
improved safety for these cyclists, horse riders or pedestrians
maintenance of existing NMU facilities.
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Figure 2-16 - Pedestrians / cyclists: References to themes
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Of the 26 references made to themes about pedestrians and cyclists, the largest number of
references (72%) were about improving non-motorised user access, i.e. improving and extending
cycle lanes, improving horse rider facilities and widening footways and pedestrian areas. There were
only 2 references to maintaining the existing cyclist and pedestrian facilities, indicating that a
majority of respondents would like to see an improvement to these facilities.
Some examples of these comments can be seen below:
“Direct, convenient, safe cycling access to surrounding villages (not just shared use paths, but
proper infrastructure)”
“Improve rights of way to make them suitable for all non-motorised users”
“A quick easy way would be to allocate horse riding across the lane adjacent to the new bypass that
has been purchased by council”
“Safer roads for all non-vehicle users and especially horse riders”

SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THE COMMUNITY
Many respondents also made referencing in their comments to community assets and amenities.
This included comments regarding the importance of enabling a feeling of community and
maintaining a ‘village feel’. Other respondents also noted the importance of improving and
increasing access to local amenities such as doctors’ surgeries, shops and park facilities for
children.
This category received 24 references, overall. Of the specific themes listed under this category, the
highest number of references were made about ‘Village feel’. These comments mostly expressed
concern of the potential impact on the village and the loss of village feel. Some examples of these
references are provided below:
“Make us a village again. We have a great community and life would be much improved with less
slower traffic”
“Introduce village feel (eg centre) to Arborfield. Lack of community feel”
“Maintaining a village feel” [as a priority for the village]
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EXISTING SITUATION
This category relates to comments about the existing network within Arborfield Village, including
references to existing congestion hotspots, perceived hazardous areas and existing parking issues.
There were 11 comments which referenced the existing situation within Arborfield Village. Of these,
the largest number of references were to areas of congestion within the current network. Examples
of comments pertaining to this theme are provided below.
“Address long queues of traffic waiting to get over the narrow bridge on Langley Common Road;
traffic lights, road diversion around bridge etc”
“Put lights on narrow bridge on Langley common road to stop horrendous traffic.”
“Jams along school road and Langley common road”

ENVIRONMENT
Comments in relation to environmental suggestions largely made reference to concern over
developing and building on green spaces in relation to the construction of houses. Similarly,
respondents noted the important of protecting and maintaining green spaces, as well as countryside
features and the current landscape.
There were ten references to the environment within the comments, equivalent to 3% of all
references in Question 5. Of these ten references, five expressed opposition to development on
green spaces. Examples of these comments can be found below:
“If we have to have a bypass through the only beauty spot there we need to get improvements to the
village to compensate”
“Stop throwing up houses on green spaces”
“Stop building houses on the green spaces of our village”

VIEWS ON THE RELIEF ROAD
There were seven references related to the Arborfield Cross Relief Road. This category included
themes about extending the ACRR to other areas, opposition to any future development, opposition
to the relief road because it would not reduce traffic and opposition because it was felt that it would
increase traffic.
Of the seven references within this category there was no specific theme which saw a majority.
Examples of these comments can be seen below
“Extend relief road through to mole road. Gut feeling is village traffic levels may still be high even
after relief road is built.”
“Stop any further house building until the infrastructure works are completed and effects are known”
“Don't bother building a pointless road that won't take much traffic anyway from the village centre
anyway.”

COMMENTS ON THE CONSULTATION
This category was related to any comments about the consultation process whether relating to this
consultation or future consultations. Three comments made reference to the consultation, these
comments are provided below:
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“Better public transport.”

SUGGESTIONS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT
This category was related to any suggestions related to public transport, particularly in reference to
improvements. Only 1 comment made reference to this, provided below:
“I am staggered that this consultation does not include Church lane which will be seriously affected
by the relief road. It is already extremely hazardous with accidents regularly occurring at the
entrance to the Lane from both Reading Road and Sindlesham Road. Please inform residents of the
lane what Wokingham are proposing to do to mitigate the likelihood of increased traffic flow as a
result of this relief road.”
“Barkham residents need consulting on anything affecting Langley Common road and school road”
“Please add Barham parish council to consultees”

OTHER COMMENTS
There were 11 comments categorised as ‘other’. This category included comments which were out
of scope of the proposals being put forward for consultation, duplicate or blank comments and
comments which were entirely unrelated to the consultation proposals.
Most other comments made as part of Question 5 highlighted concerns with the existing situation in
or around Arborfield Village. This included reference to particularly busy or unsafe parts of the
village. Several respondents noted concern with Church Lane, as this is used as a cut-through and
is perceived to be a hazardous area.
Examples of these comments include the following:
“Stop wasting tax payers money“
“Improvements to the coombes school/”
“Allow us to have a space we have pride in so we can love the space as we should”
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3

PARISH COUNCIL REPORT
In addition to the questionnaire responses, a report was received from Arborfield and Newland
Parish Council, summarising the outputs of a workshop held by the Parish Council on the Arborfield
Village Improvements.
The workshop took place on the evening of Thursday 9 May at Arborfield Village Hall. In addition to
members of the Parish Council, invitees included local people with a specific role or expertise in the
village and the workshop was also advertised through social media. The Parish Council had been
consulted as a key stakeholder but felt that they would add more value by conducting a workshop
with local residents and submitting a report of the outputs. There were three main purposes for the
workshop as defined by the Parish Council:
1.
2.
3.

To enable the working groups to gel and begin working productively
To focus on the issues arising in the individual consultation zones
To review the potential for low-cost, quick wins that would go towards resolving the issues
identified

The key themes identified as a result of the workshop include:
Traffic (particularly around volume, speed, composition)
Footways (being narrow, non-existent or dangerous)
Environment (with reference to the village centre being dominated by highways and traffic, and that
it no longer feels like a village now.
The Parish Council indicated a general consensus that Arborfield has lost its ‘village feel’ and that
the overriding aim of those present may be expressed as “returning the village to the community by
getting rid of remaining through traffic and reclaiming space for the people”.
The five most supported improvements were:
Re-engineer Bull junction to get rid of roundabout, discourage/prevent through
Traffic, and return space to village green, which will improve the Conservation Area and the
setting of the war memorial
Introduce properly landscaped gateways at entries to village, within which speed limits
reduced to 30/20 mph as appropriate, in association with priority working that favours traffic
leaving the village, and external direction signing that sends through traffic onto Relief Road
Traffic calming on Eversley Road from Bull junction to British Legion, using released road
space to widen footways where currently inadequate width
HGV prohibition on School Road past The Coombes primary school plus investigation into
more radical approaches to the problems of school access, to include examination of road
closure or one-way arrangements
Traffic calming on Swallowfield Road to discourage garden centre traffic from the centre of the
village, and enabling the installation of a signalised crossing at Arborfield Park
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The findings of the report from Arborfield and Newland Parish Council align with our own analysis of
the consultation responses. The five key supported improvements listed above refer to either speed
reduction or restriction, HGV restrictions or discouraging traffic. These were the most commonly
referenced points found as part of the consultation response analysis.
Of the five most supported improvements listed above, the report submitted by the Parish Council
states that the most prevalent ones relate to the introduction of traffic calming measures and HGV
restrictions. One of these points refers to “traffic calming on Eversley Road” which supports the
analysis showing that Eversley Road (Zone 4) was the zone which saw the highest number of
comments, specifically in relation to volume and speed restriction within Question 5.
Similarly, HGV restrictions were referenced 17 times in Question 5 and was the third most
referenced key point of all points made within Question 5 responses, aligning with the findings of this
report.
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4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

4.1

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
Overall, 59 responses to the consultation were received, as well one supporting report from
Arborfield and Newland Parish Council. These responses were analysed to understand
respondents’ concerns and areas of importance in relation to improvements to Arborfield Village
following the construction of the Arborfield Cross Relief Road (ACRR).
Respondents identified speed and volume of traffic passing through the village centre as their
primary concerns when asked about the main issues the ACRR would bring once built. Lack of
pedestrian crossing places, impact to village feel, pedestrian safety and the lack of provision for
vulnerable people were also areas of high concern for respondents. Additional comments received
indicated concerns that the relief road would not reduce traffic or would in fact increase traffic.
When provided with the opportunity to indicate the level of importance for the proposed
improvements to the Arborfield Cross roundabout, respondents prioritised more pedestrian
measures, footway space and more trees/ shrubs and planting. Many respondents also considered
pedestrian crossings and cyclist priority measure as key improvements to make.
Arborfield Cross roundabout was also highlighted as one of the top five concerns from residents in
the Arborfield and Newland Parish Council report. Specifically, the suggestion to re-design the
roundabout to reduce and discourage through traffic. Having more footway space, including more
trees/shrubs/planting, more pedestrian crossings and measures for more cyclist priority were also
considered important improvements among respondents.
When asked how important proposed improvements are for the road network through the village,
over half of the respondents considered restricting the number of HGVs and reducing the speed of
traffic through signage to be the most important to make. Respondents also highlighted the
importance of road narrowing as a speed restriction measure. Other priorities for improvement
include the need for wider footpaths and new off-road paths for pedestrians.
With respect to improvements to public space, respondents showed the greatest support for having
more trees/shrubs/ planting and better lighting. In contrast, art and sculpture is considered the least
important measure to make for public space.
Respondents were able to provide comments on their top 5 priorities for improving Arborfield Village.
A total of 107 comments referenced suggestions related to traffic management, with more than half
of these references relating to the need to impose volume and speed restrictions. A number of
comments within this category referred to the need for HGV restrictions and through traffic
restrictions, which was also referenced as a key concern in the Arborfield and Newland Parish
Council report.
The second highest priority for respondents were suggestions to improve infrastructure. However,
this category saw significantly less references in comparison to suggestions for traffic management
(39% compared to 21%). The highest number of references to this theme specifically commented on
the need for public realm improvements such as new plants, additional seating and increased
pedestrian areas. This is followed by the need to improve or increase lighting and improve exiting
road surfaces.
Third, pedestrian and cyclist improvements were also reported as important improvements to make.
Specifically, improvements to non-motorised user access, safety improvements for non-motorised
users and maintenance of existing cyclist and pedestrian facilities.
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Fourth, respondents considered community improvements were among the priorities for improving
Arborfield village. Specifically, the need to reduce the impact or the loss of village feel and providing
more access to local amenities such as doctors’ surgeries, shops and park facilities.
Lastly, respondents considered that the existing situation in Arborfield Village must be improved,
specifically to improve traffic queuing in commonly known congestion areas such as Langley
Common Road.

4.2

SUMMARY OF ARBORFIELD AND NEWLAND PARISH COUNCIL REPORT
The key findings of the Parish Council report are consistent with the findings of the consultation
responses.
Similar to responses received from the consultation, the findings from the Parish Council report
found that traffic speed, traffic volume and loss of village feel are areas of most concern to
participants.
To address these concerns, the report identified 5 priority improvements to make which involve
elements of speed reduction, volume reduction, traffic calming measures, HGV restrictions and
measures to maintain the village feel.
All priority improvements identified within the Parish Council report are consistent with priority
improvements identified by consultation respondees.

4.3

NEXT STEPS
The feedback from the consultation, along with further technical appraisals, will influence the
selection of priority improvements to make and help inform the early stages of the design.
Concept Design proposals will be progressed shortly, followed by Preliminary Design, and Detail
Design complete in early 2020. Construction will be complete within a maximum of 2 years of the
completed Detailed Design. At the appropriate times throughout the design stages and construction,
local residents and businesses will be consulted on the latest project developments. In addition,
project updates will be published on the council website.
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APPENDIX A
CONSULTATION BROCHURE AND
QUESTIONNAIRE

Final

Arborfield Village Improvements
Public Consultation – 1 April to 7 May 2019
»What is the consultation about?

»How can I have my say?

As part of the Arborfield Relief Road, Wokingham
Borough Council is committed to maintaining the
highway network within the Arborfield village
for local use. This provides an opportunity to
maximise the benefits the relief road can bring
for the local community, which may include:

Please answer the questions listed in this
consultation document and provide any
additional comments you may have.

•P
 roviding more facilities for local users
in the village
• Enhancing safety and accessibility for all.

»Why should I get involved?
Wokingham Borough Council would like to know
whether you think there is a need to improve
the Arborfield Cross roundabout and the
surrounding area. We would like to hear your
views on how the road network and public space
through the village could be improved.

»How can I find out more?
You may wish to come along to the Annual Parish
Forum at Arborfield Village Hall, Eversley Road,
Arborfield, RG2 9PQ from 7.30pm, Thursday
4 April to meet members of the project team, ask
questions and discuss your thoughts (see right
for map of event location). More information
about the project is available on our website at
www.wokingham.gov.uk and search ‘Arborfield
Relief Road’.

The consultation ends Tuesday 7 May 2019.

»What’s next?
The feedback we receive from this consultation
will be used to help select the priority
improvements to make and it will also help
inform the early stages of the design.
Once we have a plan prepared, another
public consultation will be held to give you an
opportunity to view the proposals and provide
feedback. More information about the next public
consultation will be provided later in 2019.
Annual Parish Forum Event Location
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d

• Improving the road network for all users
in the village

A map is provided on the back of this document
to help you answer the questions.
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The questions aim to find out what sort of
improvements you think are needed to the local
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Arborfield Village Improvements
Arborfield Village Improvements
Public Consultation
Consultation feedback
feedback form
Public
form
1. This applies to all zones shown on the map. How much of a concern do you think the
following issues will be in Arborfield village once the Arborfield Relief Road has been
built?
Serious
concern
The volume of motor traffic through the village
centre
Traffic speed through the village centre
The amount of space/ tarmac designated for motor
vehicles
Lack of crossing places for pedestrians
Lack of cycle facilities
Lack of provision for horse riders
Lack of provision for vulnerable people (e.g. elderly,
children, people with mobility difficulties)
Lack of green space, trees, shrubs, planting
Lack of public seating
Lack of lighting
Your safety as a cyclist from vehicular traffic
Your safety as pedestrian from vehicular traffic
Your sense of security as a pedestrian
Your sense of security as a cyclist
Does not feel like a village
Other
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………

Some
concern

No
concern

Don’t
know

2. This applies to Zone 1 of the map. How important do you think the following
improvements are for the Arborfield Cross roundabout once the Arborfield Relief
Road is built?
Very
important
Do nothing
Reduce the amount of land
given to motor traffic
More trees/shrubs/planting
More seating
Better lighting
Art/sculpture
More pedestrian priority
More cyclist priority
More footway space
More pedestrian crossings
More cyclist crossings
More crossings for horse-riders
Other
…………………………………
…………………………………
…………………………………

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don’t
know

3. This applies to zones 2 to 6 shown on the map. How important do you think the
following improvements are for the road network running through the village?
Very
important
Reduce the traffic speed limit by
use of signage
Narrowing of the road at specific
points to reduce traffic speeds
Rising the road level at specific
points to assist safe crossing
Enhanced gate ways into the
village
Heavy Goods Vehicle restrictions
New off-road paths for people
walking
Wider footways
Greater priority for people crossing
Greater priority for cyclist crossing
Greater priority for horse riders
crossing
More cycle parking facilities
More horse-riding facilities
Additional bus stops/shelters
Additional street parking
Other
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don’t
know

4. This applies to all zones shown on the map. How important do you think the following
improvements are for creating a better public space?
Very
important

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don’t
know

More trees/shrubs/planting
More seating
Better lighting
Art/sculpture
Other
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
5. What are your top 5 priorities for improving Arborfield Village?
In the space below, please give up to 5 preferred improvements and if they are specific to a
particular location, you can use the zones on the map at the back of this form to help
describe where you think the improvements should be located.
1

2

3

4

5

About you (optional)
To help us with our analysis, we would appreciate it if you could provide us with some further
information about you. While this is not mandatory, it helps us understand how representative
the data is of the Wokingham community.
Data Protection
The information you provide on this form will be used to process your response to the Arborfield
Village Improvements public consultation. The legal basis for processing this data is that it is
necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest. The data will be
analysed on our behalf by our contractors WSP and its sub-contactors but will be processed in
accordance with the 2018 Data Protection Act, the General Data Protection Regulations, and
any subsequent data protection legislation. Further information about the processing of your
data can be found on our website at www.wokingham.gov.uk and search ‘privacy statement’.
6. What is your post code? (This will be used to help us understand where people live in
relation to the proposals)
___ ___ ___ / ___ ___ ___
7. Which of the following best describes you? Please tick all that apply.
• Resident
• Business
• Commuter
• Visitor
• Organisation representative
(please specify) __________________________________________
8. To which age group do you belong?
• Under 18
• 18 – 24
• 25 – 34
• 35 – 44
• 45 – 54
• 55 – 64
• 65 and above
9. What is your gender?
• Female
• Male
• Prefer not to say

Key

Greensward Lane

Zone 1 (Roundabout)
Zone 2 (B3030 Sindlesham Road)
Zone 3 (B3349 School Road)
Zone 4 (A327 Eversley Road)
Zone 5 (Swallowfield Road)
Zone 6 (A327 Reading Road)
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Zone 3

The Coombes
CoE Primary School

The area has been divided
into zones to make it easier to
describe where you think the
improvements should be.

Area being consulted on

How to give us your views
The consultation runs from Monday 1 April to Tuesday 7 May 2019 and is open to everyone.
You can respond in a number of ways.
Online:
You can complete the online survey via the web address at
www.wokingham.gov.uk/consultations
By email:
You can scan and email your completed survey to
communityengagement@wokingham.gov.uk
By post:
You can post the survey or write to us at
Community Engagement
Wokingham Borough Council
Civic Offices, Shute End
Wokingham RG40 1BN
By phone:
You can call us on 0118 974 6000 for a copy of the brochure and questionnaire or to ask any
questions. If you have difficulty reading this document because of disability or because English
is not your first language, please call this number and we can help you.
In person:
Paper copies of the questionnaire can be handed to a member of the project team at the
Annual Parish Forum on Thursday 4 April or can be handed in at Community
Engagement, Wokingham Borough Council, Civic Offices, Shute End, Wokingham RG40 1BN

Thank you for completing this feedback form
All responses need to be received by Tuesday 7 May 2019
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Tier 1
SUGGESTIONS - ENVIRONMENT
ENV001 Opposed to development on green spaces
ENV002 Maintain / develop green space
ENV003 Make it feel more rural
SUGGESTIONS - PEDESTRIANS / CYCLISTS
Improve NMU access
NMU001 (cyclist/horses/pedestrians)
NMU002 Improve safety for cylists / horse riders / peds
NMU003 Maintain existing cyclist / pedestrian facilities
SUGGESTIONS - TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
TRA001
Reduce / restrict HGVs
TRA002
Reduce / restrict traffic
TRA003
Volume and speed reduction measures
TRA004
Parking restrictions
TRA005
Increase parking capacity
TRA006
Improve signage
SUGGESTIONS - PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PUB001 Improve public transport
SUGGESTIONS - COMMUNITY
COM001 Support local amenities (shops, businesses etc)
COM002 Village feel
Increase social infrastructure - shops, surgery,
COM003 amenities
COM004 Improve access to local amenities
COM005 Arrival into / out of village
COM006 Concern over isolating parts of the village
SUGGESTIONS - INFRASTRUCTURE
INF001
Improvements to existing roads (road surfaces)
INF002
Improve / increase lighting
INF003
Improve public realm (plants, seating, ped areas)
INF004
Reclassification of road / downgrading
VIEWS ON RELIEF ROAD / PROPOSALS
REL001
Extend to other areas
REL002
Opposed - against further development
REL003
Opposed - Relief roads will increase traffic
REL004
Opposed - will not reduce traffic
EXISTING SITUATION
EXI001
Existing congestion problems
EXI002
Existing hazard spots / areas
EXI003
Existing parking problems
CONSULTATION
CON001 Comments about consultation
OTHER
OTH001 Out of scope
OTH002 Other
DUP003 Duplicate comment / no comment
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Tier
2
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5

Z6
Z0

Zone 6
General
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APPENDIX C
STAKEHOLDER LIST

Final

34

Organisation
Cllrs
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Arborfield & Newland Parish
Council
Arborfield & Newland Parish
Council
Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council
Wokingham Borough Council

Role
Highways
Executive member for transport and
highways
Parish Clerk

Service Manager (Highways)
Service Manager (Development)
Highways Development Control
Countryside Officer, Ecology
Ecology officer
Flood Risk Manager
NRSWA Inspector
Street Lighting Manager, Environment
Landscape Officer
PROW Officer
Communities and Engagement Manager
Senior Transport Planner
Cleaner, Greener and Reactive Highway
Services
Principal Planning Officer
Planning Officer, Planning Regulation and
Enf\Information and Administration\
Conservation Officer
Highways and Transport - Project Manager
Specialist, Public Open Space and Green
Infrastructure Delivery

Arborfield & Newland Parish
Council
Cycle and Pedestrian user groups
Sustrans
Active Travel Officer, Wokingham
Wokingham Borough Council
Cycle Training Officer, Wokingham
Breeze
Breeze Ride Leader
Sprockets Cycling
Cycle Instructor
Wokingham Cycling Club
Club Committee
Disability Groups and Local Groups and Interested Organisations
Wokingham Healthwatch
Chair
Disability Groups and Local Groups and Interested Organisations
Arborfield village improvements
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Learning Disabilities Group &
CLASP (a local self-advocacy
organisation for people with
learning disabilities)
Alzheimer’s Society Dementia
Empowerment Group
Guide Dogs
Education authorities
Nine Mile Ride School
Gorse Ride Infant & Nursery
School
Blue Bird Nursey
Public transport operators
Reading buses (Leopard)
Rebecca Brooks

Community Engagement Officer, Reading
Mobility Centre

Wokingham School busses

Environmental
West Berkshire and Wokingham
Senior Scientific Officer
Environmental Health
Emergency Services
Abulance
Clinical Operations Manager SCAS
Fire
Police
Police
Neighbourhood Inspector
Wokingham Health Walk
Wokingham Borough Council
Councillor - Finchampstead South Ward
Local businesses
4 Bridge Farm Cottages
5 Bridge Farm Cottages
Bridge Farm House
Bull Inn
Burley Lodge Equestrian Centre
Bus British Legion - Reading buses
Bus British Legion - Stagecoach
Bus Ducks Nest Farm - Reading buses
Bus Ducks Nest Farm - Stagecoach
Bus The Swan
Local businesses
Cloud Stables
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Divestyle
Farley Estate
Farley Estate
Healthwalks
Henry Street
Lockey Farm
Pudding Lane Nursery
Savills
The Coombes C Of E Primary School
Town and Parish Council
Unit A - Divestyle
Unit B - BJA Design
Unit B (2) - AP Faulkner (Heating) Limited
Unit C - BP & H Services
Unit F - Pop Developments
Unit G - Bowood
Unit H - ROC Fitness
Unit I - Harrison Clinic
Unit J1 - BJA Design
Unit J2 - IFIS
Unit L - PopDev
Members of Parliament
MoP - Alan Robinault
MoP - Alan Scott
MoP - Alastair Barrow
MoP - Andrew Bennett
MoP - Angie
MoP - Beryl Edwards
MoP - Beverley Dipper
MoP - Bruce Field
MoP - Carol Price
MoP - Caroline Atkinson
MoP - Catherine James
MoP - Charles Munn
MoP - Clive Lister
MoP - Colin Macey
MoP - David Welch
MoP - Derek Oxbrough
MoP - Diana Thorne
Members of Parliament
MoP - Elaine Rippon
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MoP - Eric Owens
MoP - Fabio Murra
MoP - Gary Wood
MoP - Geoff Hughes
MoP - Gillian Powell
MoP - Graham K Butler
MoP - Heidi Wilson
MoP - Ian Hamley
MoP - Ian Stephens
MoP - Jacky Smith
MoP - Jason Chadwick
MoP - John Hooper
MoP - John Measures
MoP - Jonathan Griffiths
MoP - Judi Hattaway
MoP - Julia Race
MoP - Kate Carey
MoP - Lauren Patterson
MoP - Lucy Norgate
MoP - Lucy Rakauskas
MoP - Malcolm Rollason
MoP - Mark Gribble
MoP - Maxine Jones
MoP - Michael F Duerden
MoP - Mr Alastair Sutherland
MoP - Mr S Harow
MoP - Nicholas E French
MoP - Paul King
MoP - Paul Townsend
MoP - Peter Burden
MoP - Philip Duxbury
MoP - Richard Percy
MoP - Richard Seal
MoP - Rob Stokes
MoP - Robert Tuck
MoP - Robert Westlake
MoP - Robin Farmer
MoP - Roy Stokes
MoP - Sarah Hunt
Members of Parliament
MoP - Sheila Jones
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MoP - Simon Crute
MoP - Steve Anderson
MoP - Steve Neck
MoP - Sue Macey
MoP - Tessa Minnis
MoP - Tim Mcphillips
MoP - Vemoorthy Maheswaran
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APPENDIX D
DATA TABLES: ALL QUESTIONS

Final

40

Response to Question 1 – table: How much of a concern do you think the following issues will be
in Arborfield Village once the Arborfield Relief Road has been built?
n= 59 responses. These results are based on the amount of responses (options ticked). The above
percentage excludes those who did not tick an answer.

Level of concern: total
Serious Some
No
Don't
concern concern concern know
Volume of motor
traffic through the
village
Traffic speed
through the
village centre
Space designated
for motor vehicles
Lack of crossing
places for
pedestrians
Lack of cycle
facilities
Lack of provision
for horse riders
Lack of provision
for vulnerable
people
Lack of green
space, trees,
shrubs, planting
Lack of public
seating
Lack of lighting
Safety as a cyclist
from vehicles
Safety as a
pedestrian from
vehicles
Sense of security
as a pedestrian
Sense of security
as a cyclist
Does not feel like
a village

Level of concern: %
Serious
Some
No
concern
concern concern

Don't
know

32

23

3

0

55%

40%

5%

0%

42

16

0

0

72%

28%

0%

0%

17

23

13

2

31%

42%

24%

4%

22

30

4

1

39%

53%

7%

2%

17

29

11

0

30%

51%

19%

0%

8

21

26

0

14%

38%

46%

0%

26

24

5

2

46%

42%

9%

4%

23

21

11

2

40%

37%

19%

4%

8
8

20
18

26
28

1
1

15%
15%

36%
33%

47%
51%

2%
2%

22

18

10

5

40%

33%

18%

9%

32

18

7

0

56%

32%

12%

0%

26

19

11

0

46%

34%

20%

0%

19

15

16

5

35%

27%

29%

9%

33

17

5

0

60%

31%

9%

0%
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Response to Question 2 – table: How important do you think the following improvements are for
the Arborfield Cross roundabout once the Arborfield Relief Road is built?
n= 58 responses. These results are based on the amount of responses (options ticked). The above
percentage excludes those who did not tick an answer.

Level of concern: total

Do
nothing
Reduce
the land
given to
motor
traffic
More
trees /
shrubs /
planting
More
seating
Better
lighting
Art /
sculpture
More
pedestrian
priority
More
cyclist
priority
More
footway
space
More
pedestrian
crossings
More
cyclist
crossings
More
horse
rider
crossings

Level of concern: %

Very
important

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

6

3

8

20

9

13%

7%

17%

43%

20%

20

11

13

12

0

35%

19%

23%

21%

0%

19

19

9

6

1

35%

35%

17%

11%

2%

5

12

20

16

0

9%

23%

38%

30%

0%

6

9

23

0

14

10%

15%

39%

0%

24%

4

10

14

26

0

7%

19%

26%

48%

0%

22

22

5

6

0

40%

40%

9%

11%

0%

14

20

12

8

1

25%

36%

22%

15%

2%

23

17

9

5

1

42%

31%

16%

9%

2%

23

13

12

7

0

42%

24%

22%

13%

0%

14

11

16

13

1

25%

20%

29%

24%

2%

7

12

17

17

1

13%

22%

31%

31%

2%
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important
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important
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Response to Question 3 – table: How important do you think the following improvements are for
the road network running through the village?
n= 58 responses. These results are based on the amount of responses (options ticked). The above
percentage excludes those who did not tick an answer.

Level of concern: total

Very
important

Reduce the
traffic
speed limit
through
signage
Narrowing
of the road
to reduce
traffic
speeds
Raising the
road level
for safe
crossing
Enhanced
gateways
into the
village
Heavy
goods
vehicle
(HGVs)
restrictions
New offroad paths
for
pedestrian
s
Wider
footways
Greater
priority for
people
crossing
Greater
priority for
cyclist
crossing

Important

Level of concern: %

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

Very
important

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

36

17

2

2

0

63%

30%

4%

4%

0%

35

12

3

7

0

61%

21%

5%

12%

0%

23

14

9

9

1

41%

25%

16%

16%

2%

28

14

8

6

0

50%

25%

14%

11%

0%

49

7

1

0

0

86%

12%

2%

0%

0%

24

22

7

3

1

42%

39%

12%

5%

2%

27

21

4

6

0

47%

36%

7%

10%

0%

22

22

8

5

0

39%

39%

14%

9%

0%

13

15

22

5

1

23%

27%

39%

9%

2%
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Level of concern: total
Very
important

Important

Level of concern: %

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

Very
important

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

Greater
priority for
horse rider
crossing
More cycle
parking
facilities

9

14

16

15

2

16%

25%

29%

27%

4%

More
horseriding
facilities
Additional
bus stops /
shelters

7

9

18

20

1

13%

16%

33%

36%

2%

7

9

19

17

2

13%

17%

35%

31%

4%

11

19

14

11

0

20%

35%

25%

20%

0%

9

13

14

19

0

16%

24%

25%

35%

0%

Additional
street
parking
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Response to Question 4– table: How important do you think the following improvements are for
creating a better public space?
n= 57 responses. These results are based on the amount of responses (options ticked). The above
percentage excludes those who did not tick an answer.

Level of concern: total

Very
important

More trees
/ shrubs /
planting
More
seating
Better
lighting
Art /
sculpture

Important

Not so
important

Level of concern: %

Not
important

Don't
know

Very
important

Important

Not so
important

Not
important

Don't
know

26

19

10

2

0

46%

33%

18%

4%

0%

9

17

23

7

0

16%

30%

41%

13%

0%

11

22

14

9

20%

39%

25%

16%

0%

4

12

19

22

7%

21%

33%

39%

0%
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Response to Question 5– table: In the space below, please give up to 5 preferred improvements
and if they are specific to a particular location, you can use the zones on the map at the back of this
form to help describe where you think the improvements should be located
n= 57 responses. These results are based on the number of respondents who provided at least one comment
for Question 5. Analysis of Question 5 excludes those who did not provide any additional comments.

Themes

Suggestions for traffic management
Suggestions for infrastructure
Suggestions for pedestrians / cyclists
Suggestions for community
Other
Comments on existing situation
Suggestions for environment
Views on relief road
Comments on the consultation
Suggestions for public transport

Arborfield village improvements
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Total comments received
107
59
36
24
11
11
10
7
3
1
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APPENDIX E
ARBORFIELD AND NEWLAND
PARISH COUNCIL REPORT
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Arborfield and Newland Parish Council

Arborfield Village Centre Improvements Consultation
Report of Parish Council Workshop, May 2019, which forms the Parish
Councils response to the consultation.

1

Background

1.1

The Arborfield Cross Relief Road was adopted, following a technical study and public
consultation, in May 2013. The current alignment, amended from the originally adopted
scheme, was adopted following landowner consultations, in February 2014.

1.2

From the earliest stages of scheme development, a number of interested parties, including
Arborfield and Newland Parish Council, pressed for traffic management improvements in
Arborfield Cross itself, to maximise and consolidate the traffic reduction resulting from the
opening of the relief road. This was resisted initially, on the basis that traffic would have to
settle down following the opening of the new road before a view on the scope for
improvements could be taken.

1.3

However, the issue continued to surface whenever the relief road was discussed and the
idea that traffic management improvements in the village should be brought forward gained
support. When the planning application for the road was approved, it was on the condition,
inter alia, that designs for traffic and environmental improvements would be brought
forward as the scheme was being built, and put in place within two years of it opening.

1.4

In April 2019, Wokingham Borough Council embarked upon a public consultation relating to
the village centre improvements, using a largely ‘tick box’ approach to harvesting responses,
with the consultation area divided into 6 zones (see Appendix 1). The Parish Council was
consulted as one of the key stakeholders, and decided that a more meaningful response
could be produced from an interactive workshop, involving councillors and local residents.
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2

The Workshop

2.1

The workshop was held on the evening of
Thursday 9th May, at Arborfield Village Hall, from
7pm to 9pm. The timing provided for people who
work during the day to take part, and the venue
was big enough to accommodate a number of
groups working separately, and had projection and
other facilities including a kitchen for the
preparation of refreshments.

2.2

Publicity was raised through social media, the
council’s e-mail list, and the village website. In
addition, a small number of local people with
specific expertise or role in the village were invited
individually, plus all members of the Parish
Council. The object of the publicity was to
generate enough active interest to make the workshop effective, without having so many
attendees that it would be difficult to focus. In the event, 26 people took part in the
workshop, including 5 parish councillors, and that proved to be a happy and productive
medium.

2.3

A parish councillor with experience in highways and planning, and who had managed
interactive workshops in the past, took on the role of workshop facilitator. Refreshments
were provided throughout.

2.4

Five working groups were established as follows:
• zone 1 plus zone 2
• zone 1 plus zone 5
• zone 3
• zone 4
• zone 6

2.5

Zone 1 was included in two of the groups because of its central function in managing traffic
in the village, and to provide for different approaches should they emerge. At a later stage
in the proceedings, zone 3 and zone 2 were combined because each would carry one of the
two major components of through traffic that will remain after the relief road is opened.
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2.6

A presentation (see Appendix 2) was used to explain
the process and to provide information helpful to the
groups’ deliberations. Large scale plans of each zone
were provided, together with post-it notes and paper,
pens, and pencils.

2.7

The wording of both the planning condition and the
reason for it are most helpful in explaining what is
intended by way of outcome, and it was read out in
full to workshop participants and the precise meaning
discussed briefly:
Environmental and Traffic Management Improvements
6. The road hereby approved shall not be opened for public use until a design for
environmental and traffic management improvements within Arborfield is submitted to
and approved in writing is given by the Local Planning Authority. Once approved, this
scheme shall be implemented in full no later than two years from the date of the road
opening for public use, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.

Reason: To maintain the highway network within Arborfield village for local use.
Relevant policy: Core Strategy CP18.
2.8

The purpose of workshop 1 was threefold:
• to enable the working groups to gel and begin working productively
• to focus on the issues arising in the individual consultation zones
• to review the potential for low-cost, quick wins that would go towards resolving the
issues identified

2.9

The groups were encouraged to come forward with proposals that involved capital, rather
than revenue expenditure, and that were wholly contained within the highway boundary.
However, they were also told that ideas that fell outside of the preferred category should
also be aired because it might be possible to take them forward though other initiatives.

2.10

A representative from each group was invited to provide
feedback from the first workshop and, although each zone
had some issues that were specific to it, the biggest issues
were common across all the groups:
• Traffic – volume, composition, speed
• Footways – narrow, non-existent, dangerous
• Environment – centre dominated by highways and
traffic, doesn’t feel like a village now

2.11

Further slides were presented, covering traffic forecasts and identifying the major
components of through traffic in the village, post-relief road opening. Future levels of localonly traffic were also shown, so that the impact of removing the remaining through traffic
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could be appreciated. Some of the more common forms of traffic calming were reviewed
briefly, along with items of a complementary nature that might be considered.
2.12

Workshop 2 was given more time than the earlier session. Participants were encouraged to
think in terms of both improvements in their own zone, and initiatives in other zones that
would impact on theirs. Summaries of the feedback from each of the groups are provided
at Appendix 3, covering both workshops 1 and 2. Those present were given an opportunity
to comment on each of the feedback reports.

3

Findings

3.1

Some common themes quickly emerged
from the feedback. People want to reclaim
the village for the benefit of the local
community, and are prepared to be quite
draconian in discouraging any through
traffic. The existing roundabout at The Bull
is disliked and seen as a facilitator of heavy
traffic flows, a consumer of land that should
be given over to village green, and an
eyesore.

3.2

The over-riding aim of those present may be expressed as: returning the village to the
community by getting rid of remaining through traffic and reclaiming space for people.

3.3

The top 5 improvements (by number of times raised and/or greatest support) were:
• Re-engineer Bull junction to get rid of roundabout, discourage/prevent through
traffic, and return space to village green, which will improve the Conservation Area
and the setting of the war memorial
• Introduce properly landscaped gateways at entries to village, within which speed
limits reduced to 30/20 mph as appropriate, in association with priority working that
favours traffic leaving the village, and external direction signing that sends through
traffic onto Relief Road
• Traffic calming on Eversley Road from Bull junction to British Legion, using released
road space to widen footways where currently inadequate width
• HGV prohibition on School Road past The Coombes primary school plus investigation
into more radical approaches to the problems of school access, to include
examination of road closure or one-way arrangements
• Traffic calming on Swallowfield Road to discourage garden centre traffic from the
centre of the village, and enabling the installation of a signalised crossing at
Arborfield Park

3.4

Since the workshop, a number of participants have expressed their desire to be involved in
taking forward the development of the Arborfield Village Centre Improvements.
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Appendix 1: Consultation Zones
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Appendix 2: Workshop Presentation
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Appendix 3: Feedback Summaries

Group
Zones 1 and 2
(Bull
roundabout
and Sindlesham
Road)

Issues
•
•
•
•
•

Zones 1 and 5
(Bull
roundabout
and
Swallowfield
Road)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zone 3
(School Road)

•
•
•
•

Traffic volumes
Traffic speeds
Absence of footways
Untidy verges and
informal lay-by
Lack of village ‘feel’

Narrow footways
through village
Absence of street
lighting
Few trees
No bus stop at The Bull
Through traffic to and
from garden centre
Confusing roundabout
markings and signage
Wokingham traffic
signed through School
Road
Unsafe walking routes
to school (Coombes)
Busy traffic
HGVs past school
Parent parking
Abuse of drop-off zone

Quick wins
• Speed VMS to
remind motorists
• Tidy up lay-by

•

•
•

•
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Reduce circulating
carriageway on
roundabout to one
lane
Improve signage
Pedestrian crossing
on Eversley Road
arm of roundabout
for school journeys

None – all that can
be done within
current highway
arrangements has
been done

Main proposals
• Remove through traffic
• Create more green space in village centre
• Introduce gateways to village for traffic – properly designed
and landscaped, not just a speed limit sign and window box.
Use to introduce village ‘branding’ as an awareness measure
for drivers
• Ensure that Newland is not excluded from the village
definition
• Formal crossing for horses at Gravel Pit Lane
• Revise junction for local traffic only
• Consider School Road closure or one-way arrangement /
access only
• Pedestrian crossing facility for Swallowfield Road at Park
• 20mph zone throughout village
• Width restrictions at entry gateways with priority for vehicles
leaving the village
• Better direction signing for through traffic

•
•
•
•

More effective traffic management through revised highway
and access arrangements
Possible one-way scheme if shown to be effective
Road closure or access only considered
Scheme would need to be self-enforcing

Zone 4
(Eversley Road)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zone 6
(Reading Road)

•
•
•
•

•
•

Too much traffic
Traffic speed
Noise and air quality
impacts of queuing
traffic
Traffic dominates and
defines village
Not enough green space
No village feel
Rat-running on School
Road
HGVs through village
and Conservation Area
Footways narrow and
dangerous

Traffic speed, especially
down the hill
Traffic volume
Narrow footway on
A327
Lack of connectivity
between different parts
of the community and
assets
Many equestrian
centres - safety
Dangers to pedestrians

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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New signs at village
entrances
Landscaping/plantin
g opposite Hillcrest,
and end of Melrose,
on roundabout –
wild flowers?
Zebra crossing of
Eversely Road near
Bull roundabout
20mph zone
HGV restrictions
De-classify A327, use
Langley Common
Road for Wokingham
traffic

Improve walking and
cycling routes, both
village and country
Planting can bring
major benefits in
terms of appearance
and visual amenity,
and has well-being
benefits.
Seating for resting
and viewing on
footpath routes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redesign Bull roundabout for more green space and
downgrade traffic functions
FBC-style venue at Arborfield Park with up-rated playground,
library, parking, adult fitness zone
Restrictions on traffic entering village
HGV restriction north of Ducks Nest Farm
Access only for traffic into village
Revise scheme of road classifications
Re-examine junctions at southern end to ensure that relief
road is default choice
Wider footways in village
Better street furniture
Zebra crossings for pedestrians
On-street parking for shop and village hall
Width restrictions through village
School Road one-way out of village, plus change signage for
Wokingham
Create tree-lined avenue in Eversley Road
Restrict vehicle size, weight and speed
Signage at decision points to discourage through traffic
Declassify School Road and limit access
Improve school drop-off arrangements
The village needs to be improved from a visual and
environmental point of view.
Tree preservation and new planting. Agriculture budgets will
be a possible source of funds. Local farmers and land owners
should be encouraged to consider benefitting the village.
Tree avenues deserve consideration together with hedges,
shrubs , bulbs and wild flowers.
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